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Abstract— In historical science and social science, the influence
of natural disaster upon society is a matter of great interest. In
recent years, some archives are made through many hands for natural
disasters, however it is inefficiency and waste. So, we suppose a
computer system to create a historical natural disaster archive. As
the target of this analysis, we consider newspaper articles. The news
articles are considered to be typical examples that prescribe the
temporal relations of affairs for natural disaster. In order to do this
analysis, we identify the occurrences in newspaper articles by some
index entries, considering the affairs which are specific to natural
disasters, and show the temporal relation between natural disasters.
We designed and implemented the automatic system of “extraction
of the occurrences of natural disaster” and “temporal relation table
for natural disaster.”

Keywords— Database, digital library, corpus, historical natural
disaster, temporal relation

I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, researches for the “Digital Archives” are
widely applied in various disciplines [1], [3], [4], [6],

[11], [16]. This “archive” represents the resources which
are researched in the various disciplines, such as ancient
documents, old graphical contents, moving images and so
on. By digitization of these resources, transmission of the
information on the Internet, it makes more people are familiar
with the various disciplines. In particular, digital archive
system is widely researched as data accumulation, information
transmission, discovery science and problem solving. That is,
for the development and spread of information technology
and computer network, we need to note the effective usage
of analysis resources and we expect to discover an advanced
utilization. And, we have implemented a digital archive system
to utilized many resources in our university1.

In this paper, we take particular note of natural disaster,
make the historical natural disaster archive by extracting in-
formation of an occurrence of an earthquake from a newspaper
article. Moreover, we define the necessary items for historical
science as the index entries of our archive. Then, in this
paper, we pay our attention to the extraction technique in
natural language processing, develop a textual archive. We
show each natural disaster is situated [2] by the indexes of
each news article in our archive. We also show our archive
is utilized effectively for analyses of (i) community-based
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disaster frequency, (ii) a temporal relation between natural
disasters and (iii) a social impact, by using our archive and
index information.

In the following section, we present our project for digital
archives and the importance of historical natural disaster. In
Section III, we explain the computer system to make the
historical natural disaster archive based on natural language
processing, and show some examples and the results of our
system. In Section IV, we explain the temporal structure in the
archive, define some constraints and rules, propose the system
to analyze a temporal relation between natural disasters. In the
final section, we discuss some branching points of our theory
and summarize our contribution.

II. DIGITAL ARCHIVE FOR NATURAL DISASTER

In this section, we explain the digital archive system in our
university. We show the feature of natural disasters and the
attempt for the historical natural disaster archive.

A. Digital Archive Project

In our university, there have been the project to make
digital archives. We have built a computer system for digital
archives. Our system consists mainly of database storage and
retrieval. The researchers of the various academic disciplines
put their resources into our database system for digital storage,
such as ancient documents, and old paintings, digitalized
map, electroencephalographic recordings and so on. We have
provided these digitalized resources to general public through
our Internet-based system2. This system allows general public
to look up for the objects he or she is interested. So, we
need to study the technique of digitalization and the usage
of digitalized resources. This attempt is widely applied in the
field of information sciences.

B. Archives for Historical Natural Disaster

In historical science and social science, influences of natural
disasters on society and human beings are a matter of great
interest. Thus far, many historians and sociologists have pro-
posed the data creation of the time-line of natural disaster
history. In particular, for earthquake, it has been classified
depending on temporal sequence, earthquake intensity, loca-
tion and so on. However, for analyzing the relation between
earthquake and social world, we require a comprehensive
study. That is, we need to note (i) population density in
the disaster area, (ii) temporal relation between a certain

2See Internet site http://da.chs.nihon-u.ac.jp/da/
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Fig. 1. Archives for natural disasters

earthquake and other earthquakes, (iii) relation between a
certain earthquake and other natural disasters.

As a part of the project, our university historians have
attempted to create two historical archives. One of the archives
is a “information about natural disaster” and the other is a
“information of the documents about natural disaster.” The
“information about natural disaster” consists of the tuple 〈 ID,
Japanese calender, dominical year, title, region, date, latitude,
longitude, earthquake size, disaster damage, remarks, pertinent
details, source 〉 as shown in the left-hand side of Fig. 1. The
“information of the documents about natural disaster” consists
of the tuple 〈 ID, title, document name, original text 〉 as shown
in the right-hand side of Fig. 1. where “title” represents a kind
of disasters.

The descriptions about natural disaster have a difference
between contents depending on references, i.e. original text,
even though these descriptions represent the same disaster.
So, we need to make the “information of the documents
about natural disaster” to examine the social impact. By the
“information about natural disaster” and the “information of
the documents about natural disaster,” we can classify natural
disasters by date and location, and reference, respectively.

These two archives are made through many hands, hence
there is inefficiency and waste. Moreover, they have related
the “information about natural disaster” to the “information
of the documents about natural disaster,” however they have
not relate a certain natural disaster to other disasters in each
archive. For example, there is a big difference between “There
were an earthquake” and “There were an earthquake while the
biggest typhoon hit” for the social impact. That is, we need
to design and implement the automatic generation system for
the natural disaster archive. And then we expect to analyze
temporal and causal relation between natural disasters.

III. COMPUTER SYSTEM TO MAKE THE NATURAL

DISASTER ARCHIVE

We propose a system based on the natural language pro-
cessing to prepare the historical natural disaster archive.

    A. Index Information

The objective of this paper is to analyze the temporal
structure of a sequence of occurrences. As the target of this
analysis, we consider newspaper articles for a natural disaster.
We used Mainichi-Shinbun corpus 3 which is a textual corpus.

We extracted the news stories which include the noun
“earthquake” from this corpus. Our system was implemented
in Perl (Ver.5.8.2) on Vine Linux 5.2 CR. Then, the number
of all news articles was 339489 items and the number of all
news articles with “earthquake” was 5320 items 4. Here, we
define some index entries as follows:

Definition 1 (Index entry): The natural disaster archive
consists of the following index entries.

news date, prefecture, region,
date of a disaster, time of a disaster
Richter scale, earthquake intensity,
temblor’s epicenter, body of a news article,

where “news date” is the date when the news item is printed.
“prefecture” and “region” are place where an earthquake hit.
In particular, “region” denotes the traditional classification in
Japan, Japan divides into 9 areas (Hokkaido, Tohoku, Kanto,
Chubu, Kinki, Chugoku, Shikoku, Kyushu and Ryuku areas.)
And, “date of disaster” and “time of disaster” are day and
time that earthquake hit, respectively. “Richter scale” and
“earthquake intensity” are the scale of an earthquake and
the Japanese scale of an earthquake announced by Japan
Meteorological Agency, respectively.

These index entries are seen as the important items of
earthquake research by historians. So, we extracted the above
information from news articles if those information are said
in newspaper articles. Here, we define some symbols and
operators for index entries.

3Mainichi-Shinbun is one of major newspaper company in Japan. Our
research progress is provided by using the Mainichi-Shinbun corpus for 1998
year, 2000 year and 2001 year.

4We counted the newspaper articles on a per-page basis in corpus
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TABLE I
AN EXAMPLE OF THE CO-OCCURRING NOUNS WITH “EARTHQUAKE”

7243 earthquake 989 observation
...

...
1890 earthquake intensity 915 emergence 28 water stoppage

1555 seismic source
...

...
...

...
1494 it 176 collapse 19 landslide

TABLE II
AN EXAMPLE OF THE CO-OCCURRING VERBS WITH “EARTHQUAKE”

1055 said 55 collapsed
...

...
857 say 55 continued 25 be destroyed

799 be 55 released
...

...
...

...
...

... 9 be burnt down

Definition 2 (Signature): The following symbols and op-
erators are used.

NI a set of news articles,
ndate(n) news date,
pref(n) Japanese prefecture,
reg(n) Japanese region,
ddate(n) date of disaster,
dtime(n) time of disaster,
Rich(n) Richter scale,
intens(n) earthquake intensity,
epic(n) temblor’s epicenter,
∨, ∧ logical connectives,

where n ∈ NI , and also we use n1, n2, · · · for news articles.
And, parentheses and punctuation are added if necessary.

Example 1: Given the following news article n1:
98’.01.16 :

Jan. 16th, 1998 : On 16th at 10.58AM, An earthquake
hit mainly in Kanto area. The Japan Meteorological
Agency said that the temblor’s epicenter was south-
ern part of Chiba prefecture, the depth of hypocenter
was 60 kilometer and the quake measured 4.8 on the
Richter scale.

Then, our system extracts Jan. 16th 1998, Chiba prefecture,
Kanto area, 16, 10.58AM, 4.8, southern part of Chiba prefecture
as ndate(n1), pref(n1), reg(n1), ddate(n1), dtime(n1),
Rich(n1) and epic(n1), respectively.

Here, the tuple 〈 pref(n1), reg(n1), ddate(n1), dtime(n1),
Rich(n1), intens(n1), epic(n1) 〉 denotes about the “informa-
tion about natural disaster” as shown in Subsection II-B. And,
the tuple 〈 ddate(n1), n1 〉 denotes about the “information of
the documents about natural disaster.”

    B. Feature of Japanese Language and Newspaper Corpus

It is hard to construe in Japanese because there is no
morpheme boundary. And, Japanese have many lexical am-

biguities. So, we extracted nouns and verbs by using the
Japanese language morphological analysis system JUMAN [9]
and the Japanese language syntax analysis system KNP [10].
Additionally, we treated a compound noun as one noun. And
also, we treated a verb with auxiliary verb as one verb to
identify an occurrence and information of the tense. We show
the portion of the extracted nouns and verbs in Table I and
Table II, respectively.

Where the numbers in Table I and Table II represent the
frequency of appearance. As shown in Table I and Table II, the
co-occurrence frequency is not relevant to the causal relation
with earthquake. So, we define the constraint rules to represent
a temporal structure in the following section.

We show the feature of corpus and extraction technique.
Mainichi-Shinbun corpus is a textual corpus which consists of
ID, news title, date of news, running text of article, a result
of the morphological analysis and so on5. In this corpus, one
paragraph denotes a newspaper article per page. We extracted
index entries for each one paragraph of an article as follows:

Rule 1 (Extraction): We extract the index entries by the
following procedures.

n ∈ NI : Extract the running text of article
ndate(n) : Extract the date of news in corpus
pref(n) : We make the meta-data such as a tree
structure for municipality depending on the result of
the analysis by JUMAN and KNP. Then, we extract
the prefecture if there is a description of town, city
or prefecture by using the meta-data.
region(n) : If there is a description of region, we
extract it, otherwise if pref(n), extract a region by
using the meta-data.
ddate(n) : In Japanese, the word “ ” is necessary
to describe the date. It means about the “th” which
is a postfix of the date in English. So, we extract the
numerical values that precede “ ” as ddate(n).
dtime(n) : If there is the descriptions “ ” and “

” which mean “hour” and “minute”, respectively,

5See Internet site www.nichigai.co.jp/sales/mainichi/mainichi-data.html
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exstract the numerical values that precede these
words.
Rich(n) : If there is the description “

” or “M” that preced the numerical value, extract
this numerical value as Rich(n).
intens(n) : If there is the description “ ” that
preceds the numerical value, exstract this value as
intens(n).
epic(n) : If there is the descriptions “ ”
and “ (or punctuation)”, extract the description
between these words as temblor’s epicenter, where
“ ” and “ ” mean “temblor’s epicenter is
(or was)” and “in (or on)” in English, respectively.

Our system is only for Japanese Mainichi-Shinbun corpus
because of the morphlogical analysis, but the core algorithm
can be easily applied to other languages.

    C. Constraints by Index Information

In Subsection III-A, we took particular note of the word
“earthquake”, exstracted some news articles from the corpus.
However, in exstracted news stories, there are many stories
which have little or nothing to do with the occurrence of
earthquake. The following example shows an unconcerned
news article of the occurrence of earthquake.

Example 2:
Note the folowing news article n:

In a trial about an earthquark insurance at District
Court in Kobe, it is sentenced that adhesive terms
and conditions are given priority over contract. So,
it has no small effect on fire insurance lawsuit.

Because the purpose of this research is to compile the fact of
the occurrence of earthquake, we have to except unconcerned
news articles from our archive. In Mainichi-Shinbun corpus,
a lot of news articles for the occurrence of earthquake have
a distinct description for the Richter scale or the earthquake
intensity. And a lot of news articles which does not say about
a region have a compound noun such as Earthquake Research
Committee, Research Center for Earthquake Prediction, a
metropolitan epicentral earthquake and so on. That is, we
define the following rule.

Rule 2 (Constraint by region and earthquake size): ∀n ∈
NI, if reg(n) ∧ (Rich(n) ∨ intens(n)) exists, then extract
n. Otherwise eliminate.

We represent a set of news articles by Rule 2 as NI ′.
Here, I show the results of experiments. We checked the
number of articles with reg(n), Rich(n) and intens(n) for
the newspaper articles of 1998 year, 2000 year and 2001 year.
We show a result of the experiment as follows:

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

A system result by the rule 2
(137 items)

The intersectional data
(117 items)

A result by the hand count
(132 items)

Fig. 2. Recall and Precision

No. of all articles 339489 items
No. of articles about an earthquake 5320 items
No. of reg(n) 3439 items
No. of Rich(n) 986 items
No. of intens(n) 1307 items
No. of Rich(n) ∨ intens(n) 1780 items
No. of reg(n) ∧ (Rich(n) ∨ intens(n)) 1531 items

In particular, we experimented with the creation of the
natural disaster archive for news articles from January 1998
to June 1998 as a preparatory analysis. In this experiment, the
number of all news articles and resultant news articles are as
follows:

No. of all articles 61637 items
No. of articles about an earthquake 581 items
No. of resultant articles by Rule 2 137 items

Thus, by Rule 2, garbage news articles are 444 items,
however there are correct 15 items in these garbage stories.
So, the ratio is 96.6% that our system was able to eliminate
garbage articles, but 3.4% that our system eliminated the
correct articles. And, we checked a correct data by the hand
count and as a consequence, there are 132 items. We show the
relation between the result of our system and the correct data
by the hand count in Fig. 2.

Thus, by Rule 2, recall and presicion are obtained as
follows:

Recall
117

132
= 88.6%

Presicion
117

137
= 84.1%

Where recall is the number of answers the system got right
divided by the number of possible right answers. Precision is
the number of answers the system got right divided by the
number of answers the system gave. It is generally accepted
that there is a trade-off relation between recall and presicion.

Here, we show some examples for the failure of Rule 2 as
follows:

Example 3:
Given the following news articles:
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1998.4.15
April 15th, 1998 There was an earthquake in Minoh

city.

1998.4.30
April 30th, 1998 There was a volcanic earthquake

on Mount Iwate.

The news article of straightforward expression is failed to
extract by Rule 2. Many news articles say abridged infor-
mation about earthquake in the morning paper but detailed
information about the earthquake in the evening paper. And,
the news articles about volcanic earthquake or swarm earth-
quakes prioritize the continuity and the notice of earthquake
over the magnitude of earthquake. So, those articles are not
selected correctly by Rule 2, even though the articles say the
occurrence of earthquake.

Furthermore, we focus attension of a difference between the
“news date” and the “date of disaster” as shown in Definition
1. In the nature of newspaper, news article that was written
in day-month-year format is a rare case, because many news
articles were written on the very day or the following day of
an earthquake. So, only date is exstracted as ddate(n). Then,
there is an ambiguity between ndate(n) and ddate(n). We
show an example as follow:

Example 4:
Given the following news article n:

2000.01.13 :

January 13th, 2000 : Before 5 years have elapsed
since the Great Hanshin Earthquake struck on
17th, the Japanese government conducted disaster
drills on 13th to get ready for surprises when the
metropolitan epicentral earthquake comes.

For the above example, the ndate(n) and the ddate(n) are
13th and 17th, respectively. Then, the ddate(n) produces a
temporal ambiguity, i.e. we can not assess whether the 17th
represents the future or the past. However we can assume the
ddate(n) represents the past time, because news article about
an occurrence of earthquake was generally written in the fact
that an earthquake struck. So, we define the following rule.

Rule 3 (Constraint by the date): ∀n ∈ NI ′, If ndate(n) <
ddate(n) then eliminate n.

We represent a set of news articles after application of
Rule 3 as NI ′′. Here, we show a result of the experiment.
We created a natural disaster archive for the news articles
of 1998 year, 2000 year and 2001 year by Definition 1 and
Rule 2. After that, as a result of the application of Rule 3,
23 news articles were exstracted and eliminated. All of these
news articles were unconcerned about a fact that an earthquake
struck. We expect to increase precision by Rule 3.

IV. TEMPORAL STRUCTURE IN THE NATURAL DISASTER

ARCHIVE

The natural disaster archive which created in Section III
consists of a set of tuples 〈 ndate(n), pref(n), reg(n),
ddate(n), dtime(n), Rich(n), intens(n), epic(n), n 〉. But
there is an ambiguity for the temporal structure between tuples.
For example, swarm earthquakes strike from day to day,
however our system considers such a series of earthquakes
as a set of different earthquakes for the simply by virtue of
having a different news date. So, we define the following rule
to distinguish between unexpected earthquake and a series of
earthquakes.

Rule 4 (Constraint by the news date): ∀n1, n2 ∈ NI ′′,
ndate(n2) < ndate(n1), if 3 < (ndate(n1) − ndate(n2))
then n1 and n2 are unconcerned disaster to each other.

And also, two earthquakes have no temporal causal relation,
if these two news paper articles have different region no matter
what ndate(n) and ddate(n) of these articles are same. So,
we define the following rule.

Rule 5 (Constraint by the region): ∀n1, n2 ∈ NI ′′, if
reg(n1) �= reg(n2) then n1 and n2 are unconcerned disaster
to each other.

Here, we show the archive after the application of Rule 4
and Rule 5 in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, each row represents one news
article, viz. an occurrence of an earthquake. And each empty
row includes a horizontal line represents a result of the sorting
by Rule 4 or Rule 5. However, as shown in Fig. 3, while there
is a series of earthquakes, if an earthquake hits in a different
area, the information about a series of earthquakes drops out
from archive. Because empty rows are inserted in the archive
whenever there is an overlapping in time but not in space and
vice versa. So, we made several archives on the regional basis,
applied Rule 4 and the following rule.

Rule 6 (Constraint by the prefecture): ∀n1, n2 ∈ NI ′′, if
pref(n1) �= pref(n2) then n1 and n2 are unconcerned
disaster to each other.

Here, we show a result of the experiment. We experimented
with the same resource as shown in Subsection III-C. As a
result, we could divide into a series of earthquakes correctly
in the 7 regions of the 9 regions. And, 2 regions which
remain as an issue to be solved include quack-prone area and
several prefectures with isolated island. We show a result of
the experiment as follows:
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Fig. 3. The temporal structured archive for the natural disaster

Regions The number of articles
All 1090 items
Hokkaido area 42 items
Tohoku area 84 items
Kanto area 485 items
Chubu area 169 items
Kinki area 164 items
Chugoku area 109 items
Shikoku area 22 items
Kyushu area 13 items
Ryuku area 2 items

For the newspaper articles of Kanto area and Chubu area,
we could not categorize the earthquakes correctly.

V. CONCLUSION

We summarize our contribution as follows. (i) We proposed
the index entries so as to make the narural disaster archive
from the news paper corpus. (ii) In addition, giving some con-
straints as rules, we could distinguish a series of earthquakes
from the natural disaster archive. (iii) Lastly, as a result, we
could analyze a temporal relation of natural disasters.

And, there are several future subjects: (i) we need to
note the linguistical structure and aspect for increasing the
coverage of recall and precision. (ii) In addition, we need
to analyze natural disasters except an earthquake, such as
volcano, seismic surges, tropical cyclone, and so on.
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